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ABSTRACT 

Title: An Online Materials Portfolio for the Adult Self-study of Chinuk Wawa 

Author: Megan Walker 

Committee Chair: Dr. Janne Underriner 

Committee Member: Robert Elliott 

Program: Language Teaching Specialization, Department of Linguistics 

Native communities are increasingly active in developing language revitalization efforts to 

combat and reverse language loss. While much of the existing resources take the form of 

structured courses such as immersion schooling, community language classes, and college 

language courses, the changing demographics of Native community members left many without 

access to such resources. Furthermore, changes in interests and lifestyles create a need for 

content and contexts for language use that are meaningful and relevant to modern speakers. This 

is the case with the Chinuk Wawa language as Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde (CTGR) 

work to create opportunities for learners to access and use language, looking toward computer 

and Internet technology a tool for reaching community members at a distance and incorporating 

learners' interests into the resources and materials for language learning and language use. This 

portfolio seeks to make use of current Native presence Online as well as a strong interest in 

learning and using Chinuk Wawa to provide opportunities for individuals to utilize Chinuk 

Wawa in a context that is meaningful and useful to learners and speakers. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

Native communities and educational institutions struggle to create language-learning 

opportunities that produce speakers across various ages and language domains. The unfortunate 

state ofNorth American Indigenous languages is well established. It is often cited that the 

majority of Native American languages are endangered, and it is thought that at the current rate 

ofloss, many will disappear completely in this century. Crawford ( 1995) states that 90 percent of 

the world's languages are endangered. The speaker populations of these languages that continue 

to exist are made up more and more ofthe very elderly (McCarty, 2003). Fishman's (1991) 

paradigm, which assesses language vitality shows that the majority ofNorth American Native 

languages are in the final stages of language shift, in which few speakers exist and those who do 

are very elderly. The case of Pacific Northwest tribal languages is among the most serious of all; 

once an area full of unique and diverse languages, it now contains only a few with active 

speakers, and none have fluent youth (Krauss, 1996). 

Despite the seemingly insurmountable obstacles, tribal organizations are making great 

strides to reverse language shift by learning, teaching, and using their languages. Many Tribal 

communities across North America have created language revitalization teams to develop 

materials, classes, and even whole schools dedicated to teaching and learning Native languages 

(Peter, 2003; McCarty, Nicholas, & Wyman, 2012; Hinton & Ahlers, 1999). Much ofthe work 

being done to support language use, such as developing curriculum, language classes, and 

programs, was built from the ground up by communities and individuals who had never before 

completed such a substantial undertaking. Revitalization groups are often composed of a variety 

of members including Tribal organizations, educational institutions, linguists, tribal members, 
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and members of the greater community. Although there may be many individuals with useful 

skills who are willing to fight against language loss, there is often difficulty in actually making 

language use happen. Obstacles to the success of efforts to reverse language loss, however, do 

exist (Haynes, 2004). 

Due to the small number of speakers, there is consequentially a lack of language teachers 

who can educate new speakers. This cycle reinforces and contributes to language loss. 

Furthermore, the diverse populations that make up language revitalization groups do not often 

include trained teachers. Communities make the best of their situation by integrating speakers 

into classrooms as much as possible, and by taking advantage of state and federal privileges for 

Native language revival. Indigenous language instructors are often language learners themselves, 

who are authorized by state and tribal authorities to teach in classrooms without undergoing 

standard teacher certification procedures by collaborating with state certified classroom teachers 

(Haynes, 2011 ). Even with provisional assistance, matching eager learners with language 

teachers is difficult to facilitate. 

Beyond the scarcity of ready instructors lies the problem of physical proximity. The 

headquarters of tribal organizations are often located in rural area, far from epicenters of 

populations. Tribal organizations tend to consolidate their efforts in and around those regions, 

which house tribal establishments. For the past century, however Native populations have been 

shifting from rural areas to more urban ones (Thorton, 1997). According recent (2010) U.S. 

Census data, 78 percent of American Indians and Alaskan Natives lived outside of traditionally 

defined Native areas, including reservations and off-reservation trust land (Norris, Vines, & 

Hoeffel, 2012). Despite the overwhelming majority ofNative Americans residing in urban areas, 

fewer resources are targeted at this population. According to Trice (2011), "Native people in 

urban areas are often invisible when it comes to getting federal funding geared toward Indians" 
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(n.p.). By localizing language and cultural teaching efforts in isolated regions, far from many 

community members, distance can become a barrier between possible teachers and students. Not 

only is urbanization changing the context for Indigenous people, lifestyles and habits are 

reflecting these developments. Native Americans are, like most other Americans, busier and in 

possession of a variety of obligations like family, work, and commuting, which creates less time 

form more traditional lifestyles. 

Communication technologies currently have a place in the lives of Native Americans, so 

providing relevant language learning opportunities means incorporating those technologies. 

Henze and Davis (1999) argue that to secure the transmission of a language across generations, 

we must approach learning holistically, in a way that "recognizes the interconnections among 

language, culture, politics, economics, and education" (p. 8). Communication technology offers 

important opportunities for production and consumption of new minority language media 

(Cunliffe & Herring, 2005). 

This project, an online language materials portfolio, is designed to bring diasporic 

populations closer to their ancestral language. The main focus, linguistically, is to bring 

opportunities to acquire Chinuk Wawa to community members no matter where they live. Adult 

learners are targeted in this case because of the current effort the Confederated Tribes of the 

Grand Ronde (CTGR) is exerting towards increasing children's proficiency through an 

immersion school and after school programs. 
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This review of current literature is not exhaustive, but should give the reader a general 

understanding of ( 1) the situation regarding the efforts put forth by Indigenous and minority 

language communities to revitalize their languages, (2) the current research regarding Computer 

Assisted Language Learning (CALL), and (3) the role of self-directed learning (SDL) in creating 

a significant increase in speakers and users of language. 

Language Loss and Revitalization Efforts 

Language endangerment and language loss occurring around the world impacts numerous 

communities as speakers of minority languages move to using dominant languages in both public 

and home spheres. Crawford (1995) notes that while language shift occurs on a global level, the 

case is particularly drastic among North America Indigenous languages. North American Tribal 

communities are not letting their languages go without a fight, however, and Native communities 

are resisting language loss exhibited by their efforts to revitalize their languages. 

Hinton (200 1) describes language revitalization as the attempt to bring Indigenous and 

endangered languages back into use in all areas of life, but that the scope of revitalization 

depends on just how far communities have to go to return their language to full use. This is 

because each language is in a very different place on their course to language restoration. For 

example, language revitalization efforts in New Zealand and Hawaii, which have relatively large 

populations of speakers across all age ranges have been more successful in maintaining and 
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producing new speakers, while also expanding into a number of new domains (King, 2001; 

Wong, 1999). 

In contrast, the Pacific Northwest language groups are made up of much smaller speaker 

populations that are geographically localized. Furthermore, before contact the area contained a 

variety of languages that were so diverse and unique in comparison to many other regions of the 

world it is now considered a linguistic hotspot (Anderson & Harrison, 2006). During the period 

of contact, however, that linguistic diversity was greatly reduced and communities have been 

dealing with the consequences of language loss ever since. Languages, both historically and 

currently, experienced a drastic loss of speakers, which has had profound effects throughout the 

extended community, often lasting generations (Pease-Pretty On Top, n.d) 

Native-led effort in language revitalization 

In the past, linguists and anthropologists dominated the field of Indigenous North 

American language study. This long-standing tradition was propagated in part due to the overt 

presence academics had in the development and publishing of their work as language grammars 

and dictionaries (Henze & Davis, 1999, p. 7). While linguists and linguistic anthropologists 

received relative acclaim for their contributions to language study, the Native populations on 

which the linguistic research was based gained very little (Jeanne, 1992). The inability of 

communities to benefit from delocalized, top-down methods of language documentation and 

material development is particularly distinct and partially due to the fact materials were created 

as academic works rather than for pedagogical purposes. Furthermore, top-down efforts, such as 

those at international and national levels, are subject to strong political and legislative pressure, 

are slow to respond to the changing needs of community members, and often suffer chronic 

mismanagement (Chimbutane & Benson, 2012). 
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No longer do academics solely monopolize the study ofNative languages, however, as 

tribal communities occupy a more central role in revitalization efforts. Communities are working 

to develop their own revitalization teams, often supplementing local skills with the expertise of 

linguists and language specialists. This move toward local involvement is spurred by those in 

academia, as understanding of ethics in field-studies change (Rice, 2006), but also by the 

determination and positive examples ofNative groups in demanding a presence in the study of 

their language. The Maori language program, for example, sets high standards for the researchers 

and program developers their communities work with; in addition to academic credentials and 

intellectual ability, individuals must have good rapport with the community as well as a history of 

positive impact (Hill & May, 2013). Language projects and institutions in general now aim to 

include Native communities and individuals in the "preservation and dissemination of their own 

cultures"(Cunliffe & Herring 2005). 

While localization of efforts and increased Native participation in language revitalization 

certainly has its benefits, bottom-up efforts encounter an entirely different set of obstacles in 

meeting the needs of target populations. In contrast to the unresponsive nature of top-down 

efforts, those designed and implemented on a local level struggle with issues like funding and 

conflicts with public policy (Chimbutane & Benson, 2012). While communities strive to develop 

materials and language programs that fit Native people's unique sensibilities about language 

learning and capitalize on the dedication and motivation to revive lost languages, this necessary 

combination of learner, materials, and guide create a need that current language programs have 

difficulty fulfilling. Joseph and Ramani (2012) analyze how a combination of global and local 

efforts, aptly termed "glocalization," could be most effective in language and cultural 

dissemination and teaching without the negative aspect experienced at the extremes. 
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Diversifying revitalization efforts 

Due to the extremely limited role Native people played in the study of Indigenous 

languages, the materials previously available for learning the languages were limited to 

dictionaries, grammars, and anthropological texts. Native communities have expanded their 

programs to reach to a number of new domains (Wong, 1999). 

Native communities that do not rely exclusively on "traditional" Western techniques and 

methods have been successful in creating new speakers (Cunliffe & Herring 2005). These efforts 

have generally been multi-pronged, focusing on both Western-style language classes and 

alternative methods for both children and adults. Northern Californian tribes implemented 

Master-Apprentice language programs as an alternative to a classroom setup. Henze and Davis 

(1999) note that the merits of the Master-Apprentice program include the flexible nature of the 

program and its ability to bypass some of the obstacles that come with teaching Indigenous 

languages in mainstream contexts. 

In their retrospective case-study analysis, Hermes, Bang, and Marin (2012) analyzed three 

possible models that language revitalization groups might take to increase language use, 

including developing immersion programs, epistemological development, and implementing 

task-based workshops. Researchers focus on identifying opportunities for language use as well as 

foreseeable difficulties present in each of the three models. Of those three models, immersion 

environments and task-based workshop environments are the most directly linked to language 

learning. The task-based workshop centers on moviemaking, where Ojibway speakers navigate 

the process involved in planning, rehearsing and filming a movie. While the authors note many 

similarities between the immersion program and the movie-making workshop, in terms of 

underlying second language acquisition (SLA) methodology, the moviemaking workshop allows 
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learners to identify with the material and goal of the program and create a concrete understanding 

of the language in context. 

While there is a wide range of methods and techniques for language revitalization groups 

and Indigenous language teachers to choose from, the changing demographics ofNative 

Americans creates new needs that must be taken into consideration. According to a 201 0 study by 

the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), social and economic conditions 

have been improving for many Native Americans, with the number ofNative adults without a 

high school diploma dropping by 6%, and the rate of job growth in and around "Indian Country" 

growing at a rate of nearly four times the national average. Furthermore, the report found that 

Native populations are younger than non-Native populations, with 30% of Native populations 

under the age of eighteen compared to 24% for the nation (Kingsley et al, 2014). Overall, these 

changes mean that Natives are wealthier, more employed, more educated, and at a younger age 

than ever before, which could indicate that Natives are busier and work more hours, affecting 

their abilities to connect with their heritage languages. 

Revitalization in a digital context 

Besides changes in demographics, the rise of computer and Internet technologies has 

changed how Natives live. Native American populations have been traditionally underserved 

with access to technology, resulting in what is termed the digital divide (Bissell, 2004). While the 

so-called digital divide still prohibits some populations from accessing technological resources, 

Van Dijk (2006) reports that a number of factors, including both decreasing prices of computers 

and increasing incomes and education, have all but eliminated the gap in most industrialized 

nations. Recent studies seem to suggest that Native people are in fact active in Internet and 

technology use. For example, in 2009, Native Public Media (NPM) conducted a qualitative and 
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quantitative study ofNative American computer use and technological resource access to identify 

the level of access to the Internet, experience with Internet use, and utilization of tribal and non

tribal sites to get information. Among the participants, which included 182 Native individuals 

representing 120 tribal groups from 28 different states, Internet technology was not only being 

accessed by Native people, but was accessed more frequently and on more devices than national 

averages (Morris & Meinrath, 2009). 

While the digital divide definitely refers to unequal access to resources, the quality, type, 

and language of the media accessed are equally important in determining the level of benefit 

derived by the user. In the case of language revitalization, language program planners and 

revitalization experts can now look to how Indigenous language materials can be made available 

online and how these materials relate to Native Internet use habits. In situations where rates of 

Internet use are high, but in-language materials are not available, the narrowing digital divide 

may also lead to reduce speaker populations for Indigenous language groups. Cunliffe and 

Herring (2005) argue that the current trend of language shift is fueled when speakers of minority 

languages in an online context encounter a lack of available content published in their language, 

and are prompted to use majority languages instead. Therefore, when Native people cannot 

access resources published in their Indigenous language online, they will choose to use English 

instead, which reinforces the dominance of English and contributes to the loss of their language. 

While a lack of online presence for Indigenous languages can exacerbate language loss, a 

strong digital presence and an availability of in-language content can propagate language use. 

However, this increased exposure to language raises the question of whether computers as a tool 

can assist in language learning. Internet technologies can offer opportunities for Native 

communities to create and maintain connections to ancestral cultures and languages. With both 
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increased availability of technological resources and increased accessibility to resources, Internet 

technologies may offer new opportunities for learners' needs to be met. 

In many contexts, including education, the benefits of computers were quickly realized 

and computer technology was developed in new and innovative ways, including as a tool to 

enrich learning. This repurposing of computing technology for education, and more specifically 

for language acquisition, gave rise to the field of Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL), 

which is generally defined as the study of how computers can be used to teach and learn 

languages (Levy, 1997, p.1). For more than two decades, computer technology has been routinely 

used to supplement language teaching (Chapelle, 1990). The use of computers in language 

learning is not new, but until more recently the CALL as a discipline was not considered to be 

fully developed. By 2000, however, CALL experts were in general agreement that the field was 

reaching maturity (Delcloque, 2000). 

Beyond the mere presence of computers in language teaching, the way they are used and 

the content available on them are important in determining the amount of progress learners will 

make with their use. For example, Cetto & Pardo-Ballester (2008) note that language teachers, on 

a whole, employ technological resources in and out of the classroom mainly in order to give 

students easier access to course materials, handouts, and readings for class. The use of computer 

technology that serves merely as an extension of the physical classroom, however, may not allow 

students to experience all the benefits CALL technology has to offer, as imitating face-to-face 

methods in an online environment fails to make use of the unique characteristics and affordances 
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of online environments (Garrison 2003). Warschauer and Healey (1998) argue that by making 

use of the "power of the computer" educators can create opportunities for easy interaction with 

the materials, allow learners to receive immediate feedback on their progress, personalize 

learning experiences and materials for individual learners, integrate multimedia language 

presentation, and allow for communication among speakers. 

Benefits of online learning 

One of the most promising aspects of online courses is that they can be a cost-effective 

alternative to more traditional classes, especially where access to face-to-face classes is not 

feasible or is prohibitively expensive, offering an alternative way to connect students with 

resources (Huang 2002). This potential for cost reduction is important, especially among 

Indigenous language revitalization groups where funding is not always secure (Haynes, 2004). 

Money should not be the determining factor for implementing CALL programs for Native 

languages, however. Nielson (20 11) argues that because students in self-directed learning 

environments need additional support to become effective language learners, implementing 

online self-study programs primarily as a reason for cutting costs for language programs often 

proves unsuccessful. 

Another benefit of CALL and online learning is the capacity to easily accommodate 

multi-media presentation of information. The ability of computers to assist in language learning 

and to incorporate multiple modes oflanguage presentation has given rise to ali-in-one language 

learning programs, such as RosettaStone, TELL ME MORE, and Fluenz, which claim to target 

all four macro language skills: speaking, listening, reading and writing. Lafford et al. (2007) and 

Godwin-Jones (2007) (as cited in Nielson, 2011) argue that available online programs have 

generally been well reviewed in terms of the potential offered by their technical infrastructure, 
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including the ability to present language using a variety of media formats and the ability to elicit 

and collect students' language output. All-in-one language learning software, and CALL 

technology more broadly, can be used when attending or teaching a physical class is not possible. 

For example, departments of the United States government routinely use all-in-one software in 

order to supply language-learning opportunities as part of work training programs, where face-to

face programs are not feasible (Nielson, 2011). 

Challenges to learning languages online 

While there are many benefits to online learning, continued resistance towards online 

teaching and learning exists concerning the quality of education experienced by users of many 

commercially available programs, which questions whether these programs live up to the 

potential presented. For example, Cunliffe and Herring (2005) argue that despite the potential for 

language acquisition offered by the advanced technical capabilities, all-in-one programs are often 

lacking appropriate and informed teaching methodology. 

The negative effects of the lack of sound methodology are compounded by the paucity of 

research on the subject. Nielson (2011) suggests that little research exists on the effectiveness of 

all-in-one language learning due to lack of support for these programs in university language 

departments where much of the research on CALL technologies is conducted. Furthermore, the 

research that has been conducted fails to capture a complete image of student outcomes. 

Students' long-term achievement as well as their perception of distance learning experiences has 

proven difficult to assess as students lack motivation to participate in research studies (e.g., not 

returning questionnaires or participating in interviews) (Cetto & Pardo-Ballester, 2008). 

In the context ofNative language teaching, the resistance to online learning and CALL is 

a more philosophical dispute. Some argue that Native languages are the solid link that connects 
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individuals with their communities and ancestors, and that by allowing the language to change 

and by sharing it with others, a certain sanctity is lost (Gross, 2007). This sharing of language is 

pushed to its extremes in an online context, where ubiquitous information access is a central 

aspect of design. While this view of language is understandable, others argue that creating new 

traditions with languages should not be considered a bad thing, so long as Indigenous languages 

are being used (Hale, 1992). 

Furthermore, for Native language activists and teachers, a changing language raises 

questions of authenticity and what control exists over maintaining "correctness." Hinton and 

Ahlers (1999) describe Indigenous language authenticity as the connection between the language 

and the speaker culture. In situations where language revitalization is isolated in the schools, 

socio-cultural knowledge or pragmatic knowledge, as well as pronunciation and meaning may not 

be passed down with the skills to speak; the resulting language and usage is without cultural or 

social context, and can be inauthentic. 

This effect on "authenticity" has been observed in other minority languages situations. 

Dorian (1977) reports on the differences between the language used by older, fluent speakers of 

Gaelic and that of young second languages learners. She noticed that the samples of Gaelic 

collected from young "semi-speakers" differed immensely from elder speakers and warned of the 

drastic changes that could occur between one generation and the next, when there are fewer 

fluent and more "semi-speakers" of endangered languages. While the entire situation is not ideal, 

when languages are in such dire circumstances, communities must weigh the risks of any 

available option and compare that with the goals of the community. Wong (1999) explored the 

concept of changing language and authenticity in Hawaiian language revitalization and concluded 

that while younger speakers are using language in a way that varies from that of elder speakers, 

the context for language use has changed as well, so it is unrealistic to expect language to remain 
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unchanged. According to the studies by NPM and HUD (described above) we can expect the 

lifestyles and contexts of Native peoples to have changed and continue to change over time, so 

language use will as well. 

Another concern educators have about incorporating CALL technology into learning is its 

reliance on independence. And while it is arguable that CALL and online learning require 

independent learning, besides classroom instruction which incorporates computer lab work, most 

occasions for participating in CALL activities would be done independently, or at least without 

the direct guidance of an instructor. 

Self-directed Language Learning 

"Self-directed learning" (SDL), "self-instruction," "independent-learning" and "self 

study" are all terms used in education and language instruction to describe the varying degrees of 

student control over learning. The central role students play in their own education is an agreed 

upon characteristic ofSDL, but exact definitions vary. Zimmerman (1990) defines SDL by the 

actions and behaviors attributed to self-directed learners, including being aware of their own 

knowledge and limitations, proactively seeking out information, and accepting responsibility for 

their achievements. Jones (1998) describes students' role in their learning as being on a spectrum 

that ranges from minimum learner independence to maximum independence, with self-instruction 

being situated toward the latter end of the spectrum, and further defines SDL by describing what 

it is not. SDL is not, according to Jones, classwork, homework, or access to class materials, nor is 

it full and naturalistic immersion, but rather tasks and concepts that fall under the "teach

yourself' or "full autonomy" classifications. 
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Students may look towards SDL opportunities in response to a lack of access to classes 

and teachers in their area. This inability to connect with resources for language learning is being 

resolved by increasing opportunities for self-study at a distance using CALL technologies (Cetto 

& Pardo-Ballester, 2008). In addition to offering access to learning materials and opportunities 

that were previously unavailable, SDL in online contexts offers flexibility that can respond to the 

average adult's busy schedule. This combination of increased accessibility and flexibility offers 

new possibilities for language revitalization groups. 

Current efforts oflndigenous language advocates are hindered both by students' difficulty 

in accessing materials and their lack of time to participate in learning. With recent developments 

in education-based technology, however, opportunities exist for language revitalization programs 

to offer viable options for language learning, despite increased distance to traditional language 

learning resources and decreased availability of time for attending classes. This flexibility and 

adaptability of online language learning programs result in more freedom for learners. Huang 

(2002) notes because online courses allow students freedom to choose what and when they will 

learn, self-directed learners may find many benefits of incorporating computer and distance 

education technology into a more central role in their learning. 

The extent to which adult learners find benefit in self-directed online language learning 

environments is affected by a number of factors. Coryell and Clark (2009) argue that learning is 

shaped by complex interactions between the experiences, expectations and motivations of adult 

learners. While expectations and experiences play important roles in students learning, 

understanding motivation is paramount to creating successful self-directed learning experiences. 

According to Oxford and Shearin (1994), motivation for language learning determines the extent 

and quality of interaction between learners and the material, and consequently, the extent to 

which acquisition takes place. 
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While students can have a multitude of unique and personal motivations for learning a 

language, learning goals can be categorized as either performance related or mastery related 

(Ames, 1992; Dornyei, 1998; Oxford & Shearin, 1994). Damon, Butera, and Harackiewicz 

(2007) define performance goals as relating to the desire to receive acknowledgement and 

positive judgment from others, while mastery goals are related to a desire for understanding and 

increased ability. Essentially, mastery goals relate to individual learners while performance goals 

relate to the learner community. In order to create successful learning outcomes for a variety of 

learners, opportunities for the fulfillment of both mastery and performance goals can be provided 

by focusing on both independent learners as well as learners in a collective online community. 

Independent learners 

Students in distance education programs (e-learners) are usually those who have the 

capabilities and propensities for independent working and learning (Cetto & Pardo-Ballester, 

2008). Self-study and other forms of distance education are unique because e-learners must take 

the role of initiating and directing learning, as opposed to relying on the initiative and direction of 

a classroom teacher (Wan, Compeau, & Haggerty, 2012). Educational opportunities that are 

solely online, as opposed to blended online and face-to-face methods, can be particularly 

appealing to learners who would otherwise not be able to access more traditional class formats 

(Cetto & Pardo-Ballester, 2008). While not all students may be ready for independent learning, 

by participating in online classes, their self-regulation skills will be strengthened. Garrison (2003) 

points out that interactive online education not only requires self-regulation but also promotes its 

further development. One reason for this is that learners perform several different roles in their 

learning; in many ways, learners are both students and teachers. Students must be reflective in 

order to find situations that best promote their learning. 
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The role of self-manager and self-monitor are essential for effective learning online 

(Garrison, 2003). E-learners must make adjustments in their learning strategies and methods of 

studying when learning conditions are unfavorable (Wan et al. 2012). By developing these skills 

for independent learning, students experience positive results using self-directed learning 

materials. Wan et al. (20 12) argue that learners with strong independent learning skills can be 

more successful at learning in online courses than in traditional classes due to the fact that 

learners who self-regulate learn better than students in traditional teacher-directed environments. 

Individuals in online community 

While students can take an active and central role in their own education, due to the 

communicative nature oflanguage, students' learning cannot come about entirely through 

working independently (Nielson, 2011). For educators and students alike, the ability to build 

community and create opportunities for interaction in online learning environments is not always 

apparent (Meskill & Anthony, 2010). Cetto & Pardo-Ballester (2008) argue that communication 

between speakers in an online environment can contribute greatly to students' language 

proficiency, potentially offering more and better communication opportunities than are found in 

traditional classroom due to smaller classes and more flexible schedules in online courses. Such 

courses are a logical and effective step in a larger plan to achieve language proficiency among 

language learning communities. 

Because leaners do not learn in isolation but rather through community interaction and 

communication, opportunity for collaborative learning through reflection and group work is 

integral to online learning environments (Huang, 2002). Online educators must provide guidance 

and support for students to take charge of their own learning and to make use of opportunities for 

communication (Garrison, 2003). Students who take advantage ofthese opportunities and who 
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form social connections tend to learn better and overcome hurdles associated withe-learning 

more easily than students who learn alone. Nielson (2011) points out that while self-directed 

language learning programs require language supports and scaffolding for students to become 

successful language learners, students who are successful in using online self-study programs 

tend to seek out help from peers and other knowledgeable resources. For this educational 

collaboration to take place, a context must exist where students can be encouraged to 

communicate with peers. The online discussion forum is a major source of social interaction and 

community building in online learning environments (Wan et al., 2012). These online programs 

can be used to foster effective language acquisition by integrating relevant and effective teaching 

methods as well as encouraging interpersonal communication 

The ability and propensity for independent learning as well as a determination to connect 

with valuable resources are two of the many factors that make online learning different. 

Participation in online language learning requires unique skills and techniques, many of which 

learners may not have acquired in traditional face-to-face systems. Wan et al. (2012) define 

virtual competence related to language learning as the "knowledge, skills, and abilities that 

individuals possess in order to perform in any virtual environment" (p. 315). This competence is 

a prerequisite for success in a digital learning environment, primarily because students must be 

able to access and interact with materials in order to develop linguistic skills. Furthermore, 

competence in a virtual environment determines not only ability to participate in language 

learning, but also how effective that environment overall acquisition will be. Increased virtual 

competence positively affects students' abilities to create new and meaningful learning strategies 

as well as their ability to make use of social connections and to seek social assistance in online 

learning environments (Wan et al., 2012). Studies show that the effective learning strategies 
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necessary for success in online learning environments do not arise simply out of students' 

participation in online courses (Nielson, 2011 ). 

When designing materials for CALL and SDL in an online environment for adult learners, 

specific considerations should be made to ensure success. As Huang (2002) notes, adult 

education is made up of four distinct processes: initiating and directing learning, reflecting 

critically on learning, building understanding through experiential learning, and transferring 

learning outside the initial learning environment. Adult learners need more support and 

motivation in order to balance their heightened responsibilities, but at the same time can be more 

participatory in the creation and implementation of objectives, prerequisites, grading, and 

teaching than younger students (Huang, 2002). By focusing on community building and 

communication among speakers, adults can deal more easily with the challenges inherent in SDL 

and CALL environments online. 

Conclusion 

The changing Native community, including rising wages, increased employment, 

increased access to and use of the Internet, and rising mobility, call for responsive and adaptable 

methods and technologies for Native language instruction. This is especially true for adult 

learners, who often have occupational and family obligations that prevent or hinder them from 

participating in classroom-structured language classes. Therefore, communities are now looking 

to computer and online technologies for teaching and using their languages. While CALL 

technologies have existed for decades, the way they have been implemented for language 

learning, and specifically for Native languages, has not always made full use of this potential. 

Also, the field of CALL has matured and much progress has been made in defining best practices 

for online education. 
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Due to the great distance some community members live from currently available 

resources, adult learners must take more initiative to direct their own learning. Research in 

CALL, at-a-distance, and SDL in online contexts have demonstrated that when adult learners 

have access to relevant content, the proper support, and opportunities to interact with others in 

ways that are meaningful for them, learners can be quite successful. The extent to which CALL 

technology and SDL techniques can support current efforts to stop language loss and create new 

speakers depends on the needs of specific communities. To understand and respond to the needs 

and unique circumstances of the Chinuk Wawa community, needs analyses must be performed. 
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CHAPTER III: NEEDS ANALYSIS 

The needs analysis is made up of two components, a survey of target population and an 

interview with a former teacher and current director of Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde 

(CTGR) culture and language department. The major goals of the needs analysis are to examine 

how accessible language learning materials are for potential learners of Chinuk Wawa, to 

determine how language resources might more appropriately target potential learners, and to 

explore how online language learning technologies might fill existing gaps in access to resources. 

Learner Survey 

The purpose of the Chinuk Wawa Online Language Learning Survey is to gather 

information about the CTGR extended community regarding language background, access to 

Internet, computer and Internet use habits, interest in learning Chinuk: Wawa, and possible 

foreseen drawbacks or resistance to learning language online. 

Participants 

The participants ofthe survey include members ofthe extended community ofCTGR. I 

am defining the "extended community" as comprising (1) enrolled members of CTGR living in 

and near Grand Ronde, Oregon, (2) enrolled members of CTGR living away from Grand Ronde, 

Oregon, (3) non-enrolled individuals living in any area with ancestral ties to tribes which are 

currently or historically affiliated with CTGR, and ( 4) non-enrolled individuals with occupational 

or other ties to CTGR. 
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Instruments 

The survey consists of thirteen to sixteen questions depending on answers submitted (see 

Appendix A). The first four questions examine participants' affiliation with CTGR and/or their 

Native identity. The goal of the questions was to determine the current demographic makeup of 

the extended CTGR community and to determine whether many or all community members are 

being targeted by language teaching efforts. Questions five through seven attempt to gauge 

participants' backgrounds in online learning and computer usage. Question eight asks about 

respondents' view of Native language learning, while questions nine through eleven ask about 

previous experience with second language learning in general and Chinuk Wawa in particular. 

Questions twelve and thirteen ask which materials respondents either have access to or would 

like to access in order to learn Chinuk Wawa. Questions fourteen and fifteen ask about possible 

advantages and disadvantages of online language learning, and question sixteen asks for any 

additional information the interviewee would like to give regarding language learning interests 

and possible use of learning materials. 

Procedures 

In order to obtain completed surveys from these four groups, which are very diverse, it is 

important to take a multifaceted approach to data collection. The survey was hosted and collected 

through the Qualtrics data collection tool, to which links were made available on two 

Facebook Chinuk Wawa language-groups and were distributed by email to a number of Grand 

Ronde tribal members. Participants were also asked to forward the email/link to others they felt 

might be interested. 
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Results 

25 surveys were administered, of which 24 were completed and one contained no 

answers; thus 24 complete or mostly-complete data sets remained for analysis. In response to the 

first question, as to whether participants were enrolled in the Confederated Tribes of the Grand 

Ronde, CTGR, three respondents indicated they were enrolled members and 20 of the 24 

respondents indicated they were not enrolled in CTGR. Those who responded they were not 

enrolled in CTGR (n=20) were prompted to answer two additional questions regarding self

identified Native heritage and their affiliation with CTGR. When asked whether they identified as 

Indian, Native American, First Nation, or Alaskan Native (Question 2) and whether participants 

had family, occupational, or community ties with CTGR (Question 3), four individuals indicated 

that they both had ties to CTGR and identified as Native, while nine participants indicated they 

had ties to CTGR but did not identify as Native, and four identified as Native but had no 

affiliation with CTGR. Three respondents were not affiliated with CTGR and did not identify as 

Native. As Figure 1 illustrates, the total make up of the population included four enrolled 

members, four affiliated Natives, 9 affiliated non-Natives, four non-affiliated Natives, and three 

non-affiliated non-Natives. 
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Enrollment Status and Affiliation 

• enrolled member of CTGR 

Native. affiliated with CTGR 

Ill non-Native. affiliated with CTGR 

D Native, not affiliated with CTGR 

:::~· non-Native, not affiliated with CTGR 

Figure 1: Enrollment Status and Tribal Affiliation 

The fourth question asked, "Do you live in or near Grand Ronde, Oregon?" For this 

question, 23 of the 24 responses were recorded, while one participant's answer was not recorded, 

the cause of which is not clear. Of the 23 responses, three participants responded that they do live 

in or near Grand Ronde, while 20 responded that they did not. 

The fifth question asked whether participants had ever taken a class online for school or 

college. Eight of the 24 participants responded yes while 16 responded no. Those 16 respondents 

who had never participated in an online course were prompted to answer an additional question 

(Question 6), in which they were asked to identify which if any of a list of activities they had 

performed online, including filling out surveys and polls, taking tests for certifications and 

licenses, and completing employee training for work. Fifteen respondents indicated they had 

previously completed surveys or polls, while 12 had completed tests for licensure or certification, 

and 12 had participated in employee training programs for work. 

For the seventh question, "Which activities do you participate in online," participants 

were asked to select activities from a list, which described their online habits. Of the 24 

respondents, 23 indicated that they read for information online, 20 indicated that they watch 
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videos, 19 use social media, and 19 listen to music online. Sixteen respondents share photos 

online and 14 indicated that they perform shopping tasks online. Ten participants write or blog 

online while nine play games online. In addition to the available selection, participants were 

given an "other" option. Of those six respondents who selected "other," three responses dealt 

with reading for information, especially Wikipedia, one response focused on online game play, 

one dealt with editing Wikipedia (writing or blogging), and another focused on doing work 

online. Figure 3 shows that survey respondents are quite active in their participation of the 

activities polled while 'Reading for Information' is by far the most popular activity. 

Participation In Online Activities 

# Answer Response % 

1 !.!~ing §Ogal media 19 79% 

2 Li~l!loiog l!l OJI.!SiQ 19 79% 

3 Walching videos 20 83% 

4 Sharing Qhotos 16 67% 

5 Pla~ing games 9 38% 

6 Reading for inform§tion 23 96% 

7 Writing and blogging 10 42% 

9 ~ 14 58% 

10 Oth!lt: Please Li~! 6 25% 
-- ------------- --- -----

Figure 2: Activities Participated in Online 

In the eighth question, "Which best describes your view of learning Native language," 

participants are asked to select the most fitting description from four options, including learning 

Native languages is very important; languages are important, but I don't see myselflearning 

them; learning Native languages is somewhat important; Native languages are not important. 

Twenty responded that they believed learning Native languages to be very important, while three 
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indicated that learning languages were important, but not for them, and one participant felt 

languages were somewhat important. 

Question nine asks whether participants have ever studied a language other than English, 

to which 21 responded that they had, while three indicated they had never studied a second 

language. Of those 21 respondents who indicated that they had studied a second language, 12 

indicated that they have experience with learning Chinuk Wawa (Question 1 0) or have attended a 

Chinuk Wawa language class (Question 11). 

Question 12 asks participants to identify which types of materials they currently have 

access to for learning and using Chinuk Wawa from a given list. Only four respondents had 

access to recipes or instructional information online in the language, while seven could access 

games and activities, and eight could fmd music and songs in Chinuk Wawa. Ten participants 

had access to textbooks and class materials, 12 were able to access stories and other texts, 16 

could fmd cultural materials, while 17 had access to a Chinuk Wawa dictionary or lexicon. As 

Figure 3 illustrates, respondents had a great deal more access to Chinuk Wawa dictionaries and 

lexicons as well as to CTGR cultural information, but very few had access to recipes and 

instructional information. 

Available Chinuk Wawa Materials 

# Answer Respcmse % 

1 Chlnuk Wawa dictionary or lexicon 

2 Music and songs 

3 Games and activities 

4 Stories and other texts 

5 Textbooks and other class materials 

6 Recipes and instructional information -

7 Cu!Jural information ___ " ____ 
~--"-------~--"·-· 

17 

8 

7 

12 

10 

4 

16 
---------------

Figure 3: Available Chinuk Wawa Language Learning Materials 
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In addition, participants were asked whether they would access and use the listed 

materials for learning Chinuk Wawa if they were available online (Question 13), to which 22 

responded that they would use the listed materials for learning, while two would not. 

Question 14 asks participants to identify which advantages they could envision coming 

from availability of more Chinuk Wawa materials online by selecting options from a list as well 

as completing an "other" section. Nineteen of the 24 respondents believe that the ability to access 

materials from different locations would be an advantage of more online materials, while 17 

indicated that it would be more convenient than attending a class. Sixteen responded that the 

ability to learn together with others would be useful, while 12 identified lower costs and more 

independence as benefits. Among those answers given under the "other" section, decreased 

intimidation, increased opportunities for communication, and working at an individual pace were 

cited as possible benefits to increased availability of online materials. 

Question 15 asks participants which disadvantages they could foresee resulting from 

availability of more Chinuk Wawa materials online. As in question fourteen, participants were 

given a list of possible disadvantages as well as an option of entering an alternate response . 

Twelve of the 24 respondents stated technical problems as a possible source of trouble with 

online materials, while nine were concerned about too much independence for the learner; four 

thought it may be too confusing or difficult to access, and three responded that equipment may be 

too expensive. Additional responses given under "other" included concerns over a possible lack 

of audio/visual support for pronunciation, orthographic and script problems associated with 

unique fonts and characters, and political issues that may arise among various speaker groups. 

For the final question, "Is there anything else you would like to add about your language 

needs or thoughts about Chinuk Wawa resources," participants were given an opportunity to 
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leave any additional comments. One reoccurring concern participants had about their current or 

future learning is the difficulty in learning and using the sounds of Chinuk Wawa as well as 

writing and communicating those sounds with others. Responses indicated that audio recordings 

along with written text are extremely beneficial for those learning independently. 

In summary, it seems that the extended community ofCTGR is made up of very diverse 

individuals with varied backgrounds and language learning histories. This extended community 

includes both enrolled and non-enrolled members, their family members, coworkers, and 

community members, as well members of other tribes who are affiliated with CTGR. Most of the 

extended community members do not live in or near Grand Ronde, Oregon. An overwhelming 

majority of extended community members do have experience with second language learning, 

and many already have experience with learning Chinuk Wawa. This analysis shows that 

extended community members are very active online, and adults currently use the Internet 

extensively for accessing information, and to a lesser extent, social interaction and leisure 

activities 

Interviews with Chinuk W awa language expert 

The purpose of the interview was to collect information about revitalization efforts 

implemented by CTGR to increase the number of Chinuk Wawa speakers, including past 

experiences as well as current and possible future efforts. In addition, the questions were intended 

to identify which directions CTGR may go in the future for increasing speaker populations 
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Participants 

The Language Program Director was chosen for two reasons, her role as director of the 

language and culture department at CTGR, and her experience in teaching Chinuk Wawa in the 

tribal and public school systems. 

Instruments 

Interview questions focused on ( 1) the cunent efforts to increase speakers of Chinuk 

Wawa, including language learning classes, cuniculum and materials development, and other 

sources; (2) possible views on using computer technologies to assist the learning of Chinuk 

Wawa; (3) suggestions for increasing access to resources in the extended community; and (4) 

suggestions for possible resources appropriate for adult self-study of Chinuk Wawa ( see 

Appendix B). 

Procedures 

I contacted the director of the Culture and Education department by email to anange the 

interview, which was conducted in person at University of Oregon in Eugene, Oregon. With 

permission from the interviewee, I made an audio recording of the interview. The interview 

lasted approximately one hour. Main questions were taken from the interview protocol, and were 

adapted, reananged, and discarded as needed. 

Results 

In designing the interview questions, my main goals were to identify the cunent and 

available resources, where geographically those resources and efforts are concentrated, how 

many individuals were accessing these resources, and how CTGR language efforts integrate 

online and computer technology into their Chinuk Wawa revitalization project. During the 
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interview, I realized that the Language Program Director had information to offer on the broader 

topics of plans to combat language loss and create more Chinuk Wawa speakers, using computer 

assisted language learning software (CALL) as an aid to meaningful language acquisition, and 

the possible benefits and disadvantages of self-directed (language) learning (SDL ). 

In response to the first main question, "What resources are available to learn Chinuk 

Wawa," the Language Program Director indicated that there are several opportunities, especially 

for those who live in or near Grand Ronde, Oregon, to study Chinuk Wawa and converse with 

others. Beginning in infancy, children are exposed to the language by teachers who make home 

visits. For youth aged three to nine, language immersion classes are available in half or full day 

formats through Chinuk Wawa medium. For high school students, language classes are available 

through Willimina High School in Willimina, Oregon, for which students can receive college 

credit. For adult learners, community classes are offered weekly in Grand Ronde, and college 

classes are available through Eastern Oregon University in LaGrande, Oregon, and at Lane 

Community College in Eugene, Oregon. 

In response to the question, "How is Grand Ronde trying to make materials and resources 

more available and accessible for those who do not live near language classes," the Language 

Program Director informed me of CTGR's current efforts to include cultural and historical 

information available through the Tribe's website, a recently published dictionary, and the 

development of a mobile app for the learning of Chinuk Wawa. This question, in conjunction 

with the follow-up questions, "How is CTGR integrating Internet technologies into teaching 

Chinuk Wawa, and "How does CTGR see the future ofChinuk Wawa learning," gave valuable 

insight into the thinking and planning behind language resources and the value given to online 

technologies as they relate to language learning in a Native context. 
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According to the Language Program Director, more people are learning Chinuk Wawa, 

especially in areas like Pmiland and Eugene, where speakers gather in language groups to 

practice using the language. These clusters of language speakers often operate independently and 

have little communication with CTGR or other speaker groups. Consistency in language use and 

teaching is an important goal for CTGR programs, the Language Program Director noted, and the 

Internet allows for more communication and contact between groups and could help to assure 

that desired consistency. As a longtime Chinuk Wawa teacher at the high school level, the 

Language Program Director noted how developers should look to future generations for ideas on 

how to create relevant and effective language teaching materials for adults. One thing she noticed 

with the high school learners is the frequent use of mobile and online technologies. By 

integrating such technologies, which are already frequently used by next-generation adult 

learners, online materials can be applicable to current and future learners and speakers. 

Overall, according to the Language Program Director, the Internet, mobile technologies, and 

other computer resources are "here to stay" and will continue to play a major role in shaping the 

future of Chinuk Wawa language learning 
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CHAPTER IV: OVERVIEW OF MATERIALS 

The materials presented in this portfolio are a combination of Computer Assisted 

Language Learning (CALL) technology and the Self-directed learning (SDL) of languages 

technique, which results in a practical and relevant tool to complement current revitalization 

efforts. This integration of CALL and SDL resources will combine the benefits of adaptive and 

interactive technology with the practicality and independence of student-directed learning. 

There are three main goals for this materials portfolio. First, the portfolio is primarily 

designed to allow access to language learning materials to those for whom attending a 

community class is not feasible. Second, the content and type of materials are designed to be 

relevant and useful to adult online learners. Finally, the materials have opportunities built-in for 

interaction and community building, creating an online environment for Chinuk Wawa learners 

and speakers to identify with and use to enhance communication and collaborative learning. In 

part this can be accomplished by offering many opportunities for interaction between learners. 

In preparation for creating the materials, I conducted an online and computer usage 

survey to assess the types of materials and activities respondents usually participated in online, 

and where they typically access the materials, as discussed in Chapter III. One of the most 

appealing aspects of CALL and SDL is that they offer opportunities for learners to access 

materials and resources from virtually any location. This is a very powerful and promising 

affordance as 20 of the 23 of participants questioned responded that they did not live in or near 

Grand Ronde, where many of the speaking and learning opportunities exist. The ability to access 

materials from different places is not just a luxury of the digital age, but a very real need when 

potential speakers are located in many different places. 
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By first identifying the needs or functions that computers and the Internet fulfill for 

potential language learner, and then selecting websites and web-tools that support those needs, 

materials can equip adult self-study Chinuk Wawa learners with a number of online resources 

that fit their interests, current habits, and lifestyles. These online habits and interests were 

determined through three questions in the participant survey, including "which activities do you 

participate in online," "which materials do you know where to access," and "would you use these 

if they were available online in Chinuk Wawa." 

All but one of participants responded that they use the Internet to read for information, 

while few had access to informative and instructive content in Chinuk Wawa. These materials are 

designed in response to the high demand for instructive and informational reading content not 

currently available in Chinuk Wawa by creating current and relevant content that language 

learners can access. 

To be truly responsive to learners' needs, the materials cannot just focus on offering 

reading content for consumption, as 20 of the 24 surveyed spent time sharing photos online, 

while 19 reported using social media, and 19 watch videos online. This means that for the 

materials portfolio to be responsive to learners' needs and preferences, multimedia language 

presentation and socially interactive aspects should be central to design. 

Because these materials attempt to be as authentic as possible both in content and 

processes performed, the language and visual environment should match as closely as possible 

available online activities and materials. Each of the materials was inspired by authentic materials 

that are available online, and was created as a bridge between the currently available resources in 

the online environment and the Chinuk Wawa language. 

Because these materials were created in order to accommodate adult self-study learners 

who often have limited time to dedicate to learning, and because the materials seek to make use 
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of learners pre-existing internet knowledge, there is not a strict sequence to the activities and 

materials, but rather materials are able to be "browsed" in a manner similar to how individuals 

access sites and information through a web browser. Learners have the independence to form 

goals for learning, choose materials of interest, and evaluate the materials they encounter. The 

ability to detennine the direction of one's own learning is one of the key benefits experienced in 

Self-directed learning (SDL). 

While the ability to succeed in a self-directed learning context relies directly on learners' 

ability to regulate and manage their own time and resources by integrating goal-setting and self

reflection opportunities into language learning tasks and activities, learners can build self

management skills and techniques as well as abilities for self-assessment, all of which can 

contribute to more successful learning. 

Despite the fact that the path toward language acquisition is a self-guided one, in this 

context, the end goal for Chinuk Wawa learners using this or any other materials collection is to 

be able to communicate with others using Chinuk Wawa 

Teaching Approaches 

The collection seeks to offer content, tasks, and opportunities for interaction and 

community building that allows learners to use their knowledge of Chinuk Wawa while 

continuing to develop skills needed for communication and expanding the contexts where Chinuk 

Wawa is used. It should be noted that this materials portfolio is not intended for the most 

beginning learners as a basic understanding of morphological and syntactic structures in needed, 

and there is no explicit instruction in Chinuk Wawa grammar. However, attempts are made to 

offer additional scaffolding for less advanced learners so that content can be applicable for a wide 
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range of users. While integration of images, audio, and supplemental material are available to 

increase the usability of content text, not all words and phrases will be glossed and so it is also 

expected that learners will have access to a dictionary or lexicon, an assumption which seems to 

be valid, following the results of the learner survey described in Chapter III. 

In order to create a learning environment where interaction and communication is valued 

and encouraged, I am integrating best practices from communicative approaches to language 

learning, which emphasizes teaching and learning language as a means of interpersonal 

communication. The practices which might be most closely associated with this approach include 

creating frequent opportunities for peer to peer interaction, offering scaffolding and support 

needed to develop communicative skills, promote the ability to be understood as a primary goal, 

and provide authentic contexts for communication to happen. 

Rather than relying on a particular method for encouraging learning through interaction, 

Brown (2007) describes a series of practices that can provide a sound theoretical base for 

language environments that employ more communicative approaches. Those that are particularly 

relevant for this collection include automaticity, meaningful learning, and communicative 

competence. Automaticity refers to the process of using language consistently, which leads to a 

more automatic processing and production of language. This automaticity means less strain on 

learners to produce language as less conscious effort is needed. Meaningful learning is that which 

focuses on deeper understanding and continued usage of language rather than simple 

memorization. Communicative competence focuses on the ability to use language for the purpose 

of communication and stresses fluency over accuracy. While these principles are essential to 

successful language learning experiences, they can be particularly relevant in creating materials 

for online self-study learners. 
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General Considerations 

Learners are expected to have a basic knowledge of online navigation, including: using 

basic web browser functions, e.g., finding the site, using back and forward buttons, using 

bookmarks and favorites; accessing multimedia support, e.g., opening photos, playing audio and 

video, opening text into a new window. In order to offer support for learners and to minimize 

technical difficulties, a portal guide is available to inform learners about the structure and 

organization of the web portal, basic operations, as well as tools and learning supports available. 

( Appendix E) 

Portfolio Criteria 

The portfolio criteria were created in accordance with elements of communicative 

language curriculum design as well as information gained through the needs analysis, resulting in 

the following: 

1. Materials should be age appropriate for adult learners. 

2. Tasks should be supported by learners' pre-existing computer use habits and should be 

authentic to the situation or context. 

3. Materials and content should be designed to replicate online environments in as many 

ways as possible 

4. Activities and tasks should have to eventual goal of interpersonal communication and 

community building. 

5. Attempts should be made to support written language with audio and visual components 

to assist in learners' spoken and aural abilities. 
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6. Materials should contain only target language, wherever feasible, and should rely on 

visual or other cues to denote meaning. 

7. The focus of materials and language presentation should focus on communicative 

competency. 

8. Materials should be replicable so learners can create materials to share with others. 

9. Materials should give opportunities for learners to set goals and reflect on progress. 

10. Materials should include opportunities for peer- and self-evaluation of success. 

Explanation of Organization of Portfolio 

As a collection of materials available online, the portfolio is similar to a web portal, 

where users (learners) could access a variety of collaborating sites, or groups of related materials. 

The materials in this collection are organized into five groups, based on the content and functions 

performed. The first option, ye'llan, is a restaurant and service review site, based on the website, 

yelp®. The second option, makuklist, is a classified site, where users can view and post 

advertisement similar to the website, Craigslist ®. The next option, NANICHnet, is based on the 

Internet Movie Data Base (IMDb ®),were users view and write movie reviews. Based on the 

website, Instructables ®, qhata munk allows learners to view and write instructions for do-it

yourselftasks. Finally, the fifth group of materials is entitled, uma'l, is based on the website 

allrecipes ®,in which learners can search for and submit their own recipes. 
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CHAPTER V: PORTFOLIO COLLECTION 

This materials portfolio functions effectively as a web portal, bringing together five 

popular web sites to create a shared space for Chinuk Wawa language use. These different 

learning environments make use of varying schemata and require different language skills to 

complete the tasks. These functions range from critiquing art and film in an online film review 

site to posting classified ads for services or products. 

I. ye'?lan (yelp®) 

The first section of the portfolio is mirrored after the consumer information and review 

site, yelp®, which allows learners to read and write reviews of food and drink establishments. 

The materials in this collection center were developed for a fictional restaurant, T'alapasTawn 

and include a restaurant review, accompanying audio recording, a restaurant menu, a language 

toolkit with key words and phrases, a discussion board, and a template for creating reviews. 

1.1 Restaurant review text 

Level: Intermediate 

Possible Tasks: 

• Identify the type of establishment 

• Identify the general opinion of the review writer. 

• Summarize the main points of the review. 
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khanawi 

khofi- pi thi-haws 

chxi-san-makhmak 

katsaq-san makhmak 

t'si-makhmak 

lam-haws pi skukum-loq'a 

hilu-ifwali-makhmak 

itcelian-makhmak 

mashikha-makhmak 

makhmak-haws pus tanas 

manaqi 
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1. Talapas Town 

DDDD 
ilap-tush lapush makhmak. mifayt 
hayu hilu-itwali. waxt tush pus Hwali 
makhmak. 

2. Rennies Landing 

ilap tush t'timin-itwali! wik hayash
makuk pi +ush-tamtam khanawi tilix
am 

3. Our Daily Bread 

DDDU 
dret tush saplel, uk chaku khapumak
wst khapa makhmak. ul chach ukuk pi 
tush 

Figure 4: ye?lan Main Page 
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T'alapas Tawn makhmak-haws 

dzan, 
chanchiffin 

ilep-tush lapush mekhmek. mi+ayt hayu hilu-i+wa
li. waxt tush pus i+wali makhmak. 

kwansam nayka mekhmak kushu-katsaq-sap
lel pi kwansam tush-lapush. wik-kwansam q'al 
saplel q'aywa taska munk-pi?ins saplel khanawi 
san. 

hayu thaym, Jan yaka lu?lu? nayka mekhmak pi 
kwansem dret tush yaka: kwansem tush tamtem 
yaka pi wik-kwansam yaka khapit kamtaks ikta 
nayka tiki. 

ixt-thaym nsayka chaku yakwa pus nayka t'tap
san. khanawi nayka tilixam pi shiks +aska dret 
hihi pi +ush-temtem. 

katsaq mekhmek-haws, dret klin ukuk. 

hayash makuk: $$ 

tush pus tanas: dret 

tilixam lo?lo?: dret 

hilu-itwali makhmak: dret 

hayu-smuk: wik 

t'sikt'sik-txwap: wik 

t'si makhmak: dret 

taska deliver: wik 

iskam makhmak: wik 

ayaq munk-phey credit: dret 

lam aba skukum-tsaqw: wik 

Figure 5: T' alapsTawn Restaurant Review 
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1.2 Restaurant review audio 

This audio recording accompanies the text version, allowing learners to hear audio while 

reading the text. For advanced learners, it may be more beneficial to listen only to the audio to 

practice listening comprehension skills. The length of the audio recording is approximately 29 

seconds long. 

Level: Intermediate 

Possible Tasks: 

• Identify the type of establishment 

• Identify the general opinion of the review writer. 

• Summarize the main points of the review. 

1.3 Restaurant Review Toolkit 

The ye?lan toolkit is a list of vocabulary and phrases common among the materials in this 

collection. Learners can press the help button to employ the toolkit for use while reading reviews, 

doing accompanying tasks, and writing reviews. The toolkit allows beginner learners to access 

more support when needed while also allowing more advanced learners to work with the 

materials without so much support. 
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chxi-san + !Breakfast 
Katsaq-san + Lunch 

lax-san + Dinner 
nl;)khnl;Jk 

khoh- Cotfce Shop 
am- haws Bar 

mJkhn1;;}k- Restaurant 
I 

~;;}mtJn1-t's;;}m IIReview I 
~ulu-m;;}k11n1;;}k rerver I ~ilixam 

imJk11ll1;;}k- li:jupen,1.sor I 

~aws-tyee Boss 

tush- lasty 
khJltJs- labush Not Tastv 

' 

lflilu-IhvJh IIVegetanan 1 
tush-tJmtJm ltnendlv 

I 

nasachi-tJn1tJITI Unfriendly 

lhavash-
" 

IExpensrve 
~Jll;;:)S- +makuk Inexpensive 

taJta nayka iatwa, alta.... I 

fvik nayka tiki... I 
Eyaq laska mJkhmJk-lulu .. . J 

Figure 6: Restaurant Review Toolkit 
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1.4 Restaurant Menu 

Level: Intermediate 

Possible Tasks: 

• Use food and eating vocabulary to identify the sections of food on the menu 

• Identify the menu items that are appropriate for vegetarians. 

• Identify the most appealing item and describe why it was chosen 

808 

T'ALAPASTAWN 

drd lu.sk-l{l..pusk i"YYdk"r'vnk fl lu.sk ptts Uloo.l~li., lt\..'SO..:Jka. ku..~hu.; k'o..V~.o._~L 

v.so..~ka_ f'II\;Jk''MJk-Lkto.. wlk-SU.'JQ pi k ·o._~~wl 1-\~Q~ko._ pi. V\.5.:\~k:o.. kom-tlUi 

till-:r.a_nr~ drd HS<A~ko. ktmbk.<> Lll'JL_, M,lk 'MJk, pi.. mSC\'::lk4. 

q'a l-ies h af (kiS h) l<>shilt d1w1 ch,1ku k1 <~pa kom !lilt p1 ktJshll tfwtllt '-.)() ()() 

erutMn pl tqJ'>U 1<111'> 

lawen -- wtk CMO lawen. chx1 munk p''ava p1 k''anawt k''unurn.1kwsr 

k1'ilPd ulal1 p1 l1hlo <,uk' ,1 

- katsaq-san maem<Jk-
k';w.JWI J.:.atsJq ;,111 m;Jk"mdk rhaku k''anumJJ..wq k."apa IJr/'u!Ne/ wapt"u mun.~ IIJ.Wd/fl 1/thU 

mi"!k"rna!t ~/J"' r -ftmm q "'' ww~h pu> ll oo 

kushu katsaq-saplel makhmak t11xt p1/1ns .,,1p1eL kiJsiHI 

IHJ~U. PI Ch dP« 

laphul katsaq ·Sap lei tnakhmak rltXI p,?,n:. ~o.plel, Hrnul,, 

lap 1 LJI, ti!J:,u, PI cll'MJJ 

leruban n'>r!Vkr1 rnunk ~rlpiPI-It:rub,Jrl k'andwl '><lrl ydkwn ~·nnumctkw">l 

,n,1Pa tutust1 Yll'~, liSctyu. tw:;u 1+w-;,l1 t'>r p.t:opJ, p1 :.nm',1q\ 

kanaka~-lap 1'ul +,1w,t p\w,tlltHtJio le~p''ul p1 Lw'> k.'JpJ. t's1 ouvu 
k1unumdkW'>t k''J.p,l tlp'>u m,>k'rn,Jl<. IJI kcw<.~ka lipOrti 

Figure 7: Restaurant Menu 
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1.5 Restaurant Review Template 

Level: Intermediate 

Possible Tasks: 
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• Describe the physical characteristics of the food or drink establishment 

• Describe the menu item received. 

• Describe the environment or service. 

• Compare establishment to others 

1.6 Restaurant Review Discussion Board 

Level: Any 

Possible Tasks: 

• Critique restaurant review, mentioning positive and/or negative aspects 

• Make comparisons between opinions in reviews . 

• Agree or disagree with reviews or opinions in other posts . 

• Ask clarifying questions . 

• Respond to the questions and comments of others . 

• Find comments that support the attitudes of the reviewer . 
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ret tush Ralph Fiennes kakwa Gustave H. 

nayka nanich, dret /iii nayka hihi. Ralph Fi
dret yaka nanich-ya?im kakwa Gustave H. kak

khanawi Wes Anderson yaka nanich-sil-ya?im ... 

t-kakwa khanawi yaka nanich-ya?im pi wik nayka 
alaxti fush faska, pus wik faska khimteks kheltes 

"bet wextfaska tiki ya?imfush pi hayu-xe/el ... 

ch sinamakwst san 

Figure 8: Restaurant Discussion Board 
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2. makuklist (Craigslist®) 

The second section mimics online classified services like Craigslist, where learners can 

read and create ads for goods and services. The materials include a classified add , classifieds 

toolkit, and a classified template for writing classified ads. 

2.1 Classified Advertisement 

Level: Beginning + 

Possible Tasks: 

• Identify the item or service for sale 

• Identify the price of the item or service. 

• Identify the quality (if mentioned) ofthe item for sale. 

• Identify applicable qualities of the item for sale, including: dimensions, weight, color, 

brand, use or purpose, etc. 
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makuklist 

.. 

26" tuchman makwst-lo?lo pus uyxat $125 

dret tush makwst-lo?lo pus latwa khapa uyxat pus pilpil pheynt-t'sam 
pi q'aywa lima. 

pus tuchman, kaltas 26" yutqat makwst-lo?lo, bat 
ayaq munk-manaqi-yutqat abe -yutsqat ?aptsit. 

nayka palach-dala makwst khul anqatu pi tush +atwa ukuk pi wik
kwansam masachi tatwa, bat alta xawqat-qhata wik na iskam-dala 
pus ukuk. (541) 998-897 

Figure 9: Classified Ad 
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2.2 Classifieds Toolkit 

The makuklist toolkit is a list of vocabulary and phrases common among the materials in this 

collection. Learners can press the help button to employ the toolkit for use while reading 

classified, doing accompanying tasks, and writing posts. The toolkit allows new learners to get 

support when approaching complicated texts while also allowing more advanced learners to work 

with the materials without interference 

2.3 Classified Advertisement Template 

Level: Intermediate 

Possible objectives: 

• List the item or service for sale 

• List the price of the item or service. 

• Describe the quality of the item for sale. 

• Describe applicable qualities of the item for sale, including: dimensions, weight, color, 

brand, use or purpose, etc. 
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makuklist 
chanchiffin 

ikta mayka huyhuy? qhanchi-hayu dala? 

munk-pJkhcha yakwa 

munk-pikhcha yakwa munk-pfkhcha yakwa munk-pikhcha yakwa 

ikta mayka huyhuy? munk-t'sam ukuk: qhanchihayash? ma
munk-lush? mayka tu?an hayash-fhaym aba chximayka iskam? ikta 
pheynt-t'sam? pus-ikta mayka mash ukuk? 

Figure 10: Classified Ad Template 
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2.4 Classifieds Discussion Board 

Level: Any 

Objectives: 

• Ask clarification questions about advertisement 

• Answer clarification questions about advertisement 

• Negotiate prices and/ or details of services . 
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3. NANICHnet (JMDb®) 

The third section of the portfolio is a movie (and possibly television) review site, where 

learners can read reviews written by others, listen to accompanying audio recordings, make 

comments on a public discussion board, as well as writing and submitting their own reviews. The 

materials available in this section give learners opportunities to read and write narratives which 

summarize events in a film, critique the work of others, compare and contrast films and genres, 

and use film-related vocabulary to give basic movie information. 

3.1 Movie Review 

Level: Intermediate- Advanced 

Objectives: 

• Use movie-related vocabulary to identify the character(s), director(s), writer(s), and 

producer(s) of a film. 

• Summarize the main points of the film 

• Critique film, mentioning positive and/or negative aspects 

• Compare film or aspects of film with others. 
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@00 

hayash bit-haws khapa Budapest 
The Grand Budapest Hotel 

(2014) 

nanlch-ya?im tyee: Wes Anderson 

munk-t'sam-ya?im tilixam: Stefan Zweig, 
Wes Anderson, pi Hugo Guinness 

ya?im-tilixam : 
Ralph Fiennes ................. Gustave H. 
Adrien Brody .................... Dmitri 
Tony Revolori .................. .Zero 
Tilda Swinton ................... Madame D. 

pi Bill Murray, Jeff Goldblume, pi Edward Norton 

Gustave H. (Ralph Fiennes) yaka xilimaf 
khapa ilap-hayash pi ilap-kimtaks hayu
bit-haws khapa kaltas-ya?im ili?i, uk +as 
yaxal Zubrowka. Zero (Tony Revolori), 
chxi-man, waxt yaka tulu-dala khapa. 
Gustave yaka chaku-khanumakwst kha
pa ul pi hayu-dala +uchman, Madame D. 
(Tilda Swinton) yaka nim, uk yaka mi+ayt 
khapa hayu-bit-haws. Madame D yaka 
mimalust pi yaka k'aw-wawa palach ixt 
hayash-makuk pheynt-sil khapa Gustave 
H. khanax, Madame D. yaka hayash 
thanas-man, Dmitr (Adrien Brody), wiki 
yaka tiki pus Gustave yaka iskam pheynt
sil, so yaka munk-kakwa khanawi-tilixam 
tas tamtam Gustave yaka munk-mimalust 
Madame D. Gustave pi Zero taska alta 

xawqat-qhata wik Zero pi Gustave +as-
ka t'+ap +aksta munk-mimalust Madame 
D. Gustave pi Zero chaku-khanumakwst 
khapa hayu masachi-ya?im-tilixam, pi 
Gustave yaka tatwa khapa txwap. Zero 
t'+ap tuchman pi kanumakwst tas ye?lan 
Gustave pus yaka munk-+aq khapa d3el. 
Gustave pi Zero k'ilipay khapa hayu-bit
haws pus iskam pheynt sil, bat alta hayu 
sulchast +ask mitayt yawa pi Dmitri yaka 
sulcast-tyee, bi khanawi +aska nanich pus 
t'tap Gustave. khapit Gustave pi Zero t'tap 
ikta +aska nanich. 

nanich hayu yut'+i+ ya?im tilixam 
chaku-khanumakwst khapa uk Wes Ander
son yaka stuxktkini nanich-ya?im. 

Figure 11: Movie Review 
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3.2 Movie review audio 

Level: Beginning + 

Possible Tasks: 

• Listen for overall meaning 

• Identify the characters, actors, directors, and movie writers 

• Create clarification questions 

• Make note of phrases that were difficult to understand. 

Figure 12: Movie Review Audio Recording 

3.3 Movie Review Toolkit 

The nanichnet toolkit is a list of vocabulary and phrases common among the materials in this 

collection. Learners can press the help button to employ the toolkit for use while reading reviews, 

doing accompanying tasks, participating in the discussion board, and during writing review. The 

toolkit allows new learners to get support when approaching complicated texts while also 

allowing more advanced learners to work with the materials without interference 
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3.4 Movie Review Template 

Level: Intermediate- Advanced 

Possible objectives: 

• List basic information about the film, including characters, director, writer, etc. 

• Rate the film on a scale of 1-4 stars 

• Translate the name of the movie 

• Summarize main points of the film, including introduction, climax, and resolution 

3.5 Movie Review Discussion Group 

Level: Intermediate - Advanced 

Possible objectives: 

• Compare ratings of film 

• Ask clarification questions 

• Compliment the review of others 

• Suggest alternatives for words or phrases 

• Respond in writing to the questions and comments of others 
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4. qhata-munk (instructables®) 

The third section of the portfolio is based on a user-posted instruction site for do-it

yourself projects, where learners can add instructions to complete their own projects. The 

materials in this group include detailed instructions for creating a shop table with accompanying 

images, as well as possible tasks for an accompanying discussion board. 

4.1 Building instructions 

Level: Advanced 

Possible Tasks: 

• Identify the intended product 

• Locate and identify the materials needed. 

• Determine how many steps are necessary to complete the task 

• Identify processes that may be difficult to perform 
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ant\va± pi khalakvvati latam 

iskam: 

3 ant'wa! laplash t'an;:nn: 1" x 2" x 8' 
3 ant'wallaplash t'an;nn: 2" x 2"x ~r 
2 am'waflaplash t'an,)m: 2" x 4-" x 8' 
G khaJakwati laplash t'an.)m: I" x -!:'' x 8" 

+ k'aw-chikamin 
+ munk-k · aw-puyu 

qh;:>nchi-hayu dala: $50.00+ 

1. iskam makwst 2" x 4" ant\val bplash pi munk-lk'up laska drct sitkum. pi alta 
lu~>an lakit 2" x 4" x 4' laplash. miiayt saya pus latmn-thiya?wit. 

2. iskmn makwst 2" x 2'' x 8' laplash pi munk-lk'up drN sitkum. alta, iskam ixt 2" x 
T x 8' pi munk-lk'up k~>apa lakit lk'up. alta w?an lakit 2" x 2" x 4-' pi la.kit 2" x 2" x 
2' anr'wallaplash. 

3. isbm hm I,. X 2" X s· ant\vallaplash pi munk-lk'up laplash k"apa lakit lk'up 
,:khanawi-khanumakwst, tu?an ralam pi makwst lk'up t'an,)m I'' x 2" x 2'; 

4. bkam taxam l" x 4" x 8' Ia plash pi munk-l.k'up dret sitkurn. alta tu?an tabm pi 
makwst 1" x 4 .. x 4' khalakwati lapbsh. 

Figure 15: Project Instructions 
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5. iskam makwst 2" x 2" laplash, uk 
t'an;:Jm 4' yutqat, pi makwst 2" x 2" 
laplash, uk t'amm 2' yutqat. munk 2' x 
4' lakhaset. 

6. w;:Jxt munk kakwa (# 5 saxali) so alta 
tu?an makwst 2' x 4' lakhaset. 

9. iskam lakit latam-tiya?wit (# 1) pi 
munk-k'aw Papa ixt lakhaset. 

10. munk-k'aw makwsti lakhaset kikw;:Jli. 

Figure 13: Proj ectlnstructions (cont.) 
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7. iskam ixt lakhaset pi iskam qwin;:Jm 1" 
x 2" x 2' laplash pi munk katsaq laplash 
pi munk-k'aw pus ye?lan lakhaset. 

8. w;:Jxt munk kakwa (#7 saxali) pus xluy
ma 1akhaset. 

11. iskam kanawi khalakwati laplash pi 
mitayt taxam saxali kbapa ixt lakhaset pi 
taxam saxali khapa xluyma lakhaset. 
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4.2 Instruction Discussion Board 

Level: Advanced 

Possible Tasks: 

• Ask clarification questions, 

• Offer alternative solutions for a problem 

• Compare instructional posts 

4.3 Instruction toolkit 

The qhatarnunk toolkit is a list of vocabulary and phrases common among the materials in this 

collection. Learners can employ the toolkit for use while reading instructions, doing 

accompanying tasks, participating in the discussion board, and during the creation of new 

instructional materials. The toolkit allows less-skilled learners to get more support for 

comprehending texts, allows all learners to get exposure to spoken language, and also can be used 

by more advanced language learners in place of text. 

4.4 Building instructions Template 

Level: Advanced 

Possible Tasks: 

• Describe the intended product 

• Identify the materials needed. 

• Describe the steps are necessary to complete the task 

• Explain in more detail any processes that may be difficult to perform 
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5. urna? (allrecipes®) 

The fifth section of the materials portfolio is designed to mirror the recipe sharing site, 

allrecipes, where users can view and post instructional information for food preparation. The 

language use opportunities in this site focus on food and cooking terms, giving and following 

instructions, describing processes, giving warnings and precautions, as well as giving suggestions 

offering alternatives. 

5.1 Recipe 

Level: Beginning + 

Possible Tasks: 

• Identify the ingredients and materials needed to prepare the recipe . 

• Identify the number of steps/processes for preparing the recipe 

• Identify steps that are difficult to understand . 

• Create some clarification questions that would be contribute to better understanding 

• Describe points in the recipe that are clear, well organized or well written . 

• Make note of words or phrases that are particularly useful for instructions 
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urrza? 

q' al-leshaf pi kushu 

• 4-6 t'kup kushu ifwali-leruban 
• 1/2 uskan tipsu-tatis 
• 2 uskan t'kup-l'kup q' al-tutush + 1 hayash-spun saplel 
• 1 I 4 uskan sitkum.-tutush sitkum.-krem 

ikta pus munk: 

1. munk-wam stuv khapa 325. 
2. munk kanawi-khanum.akwst khapa malax 
3. munk-phaya sitkum.-tintin 
4. mi.layt ukuk 5 tiktik 
5. munk-l'kup pi makhxnak 

Figure 14: Recipe 
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5.2 Audio recording for recipe 

Level: Beginning+ 

Possible Tasks: 

• Listen for overall meaning 
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• Identify the ingredients and materials needed to prepare the recipe. 

• Describe the processes for preparing the recipe 

• Make note of phrases that were difficult to understand. 

5.3 Recipe toolkit 

The urn a? toolkit is a list of vocabulary and phrases common among the materials in this 

collection. Learners can press the help button to employ the toolkit for use while reading recipes, 

doing accompanying tasks, participating in the discussion board, and during the creation of new 

recipes. The toolkit allows less-skilled learners to get more support for comprehending texts, 

allows all learners to get exposure to spoken language, and also can be used by more advanced 

language learners in place of text. 

5.4 Recipe template 

Level: Beginning + 

Possible Tasks: 

• Use food-related vocabulary to identify the ingredients and materials needed to prepare 

the recipe. 

• Describe the processes for preparing the recipe 
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• Explain in detail process which may be difficult or confusing 

umal 

ikta phaya-:mak~ak-ikta? 

ikta pus :munk: 

1. ilap :munk ... 

2. :makwst :munk ... 

3. 

Figure 15: Recipe Template 
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5.5 Recipe discussion board 

Level: Beginning + 

Possible Tasks: 
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• Ask clarification questions about the recipe. 

• Give compliments about the recipe. 

• Critique recipe, mentioning positive and/or negative aspects. 

• Suggest alternative ingredients and/or procedures. 
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION 

In many ways, current efforts to slow and reverse language loss leave gaps in access to 

material and results a disconnection between content and contexts for language use and users 

interests and lifestyles. In response to learners needs, this portfolio aims to create materials that 

are relevant and meaningful to modern language speakers and learners. By making use of 

computer and Internet technologies, materials can be more accessible, more relevant, and more 

useful for leaners, while the community of speakers of Chinuk Wawa can have dedicated space 

online where language can be used and practiced in a familiar context. While this materials 

portfolio aims to be as comprehensive as possible, there are some limitations as well as 

considerations for future research. 

Project Limitations 

There are three ways in which this project was limited by the information collected 

through the needs analyses. The method of distributing the survey, i.e., via email and Facebook, 

may not accurately reflect the level of computer and Internet usage average for extended 

community members. Those who had access to the survey were ones who were already online. 

The participants who completed the surveys may have more experience learning Chinuk Wawa 

than is average. Many of the individuals in my personal network are involved in Chinuk Wawa 

study and revitalization. Although I encouraged others to pass along the email to others, it may 

have been implied that only those interested or involved in Chinuk Wawa study should be 

recipients. Furthermore, I am making some assumptions on which specific sites are visited by 

users. For example, when survey respondents indicated that they "read for information online" 
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that Wikipedia may be one of the sites visited. One possible solution would have been to ask 

participants to leave an email address if they would be willing to participate in a follow-up 

questionnaire, so that more detailed Internet usage habits could be collected. On the other hand, 

technology advances at such a rapid rate, specific sites may not be available for long. 

Some ways in which the application of this project may not fulfill intentions involve the 

technical affordances and compatibility of language and fonts with Internet technology. In 

environments where Chinuk Wawa font is not compatible with software, there is limited ability 

to use the language. 

Another limitation that may affect the application of these materials is the amount 

and quality of content that is uploaded by learners. While this portfolio seeks to offer examples 

and opportunities for Chinuk Wawa use, but depends on learners' dedication and motivation to 

function properly. 

Future Investigations 

This project carries a number of implications for future study, both for the local 

community as well as other Native language revitalization programs. A possible next step would 

be piloting the materials among a group ofChinuk Wawa learners of varying language abilities. 

This would allow for learner input to be gathered regarding quality and difficulty of language 

presented, ease of use and accessibility of materials, as well as additional scaffolding or support 

for novice learners. Furthermore piloting materials would allow for analysis of student-created 

materials for issues that may need to be addressed regarding quality and accuracy of language. 

One of the most promising aspects of this project is the ability for Native communities to 

take an active voice in shaping their presence online and in developing content that is relevant to 
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particular communities. As users continue to submit content on the various topics, content could 

then be shifted to self-standing and independent websites full of content in Chinuk Wawa. The 

existence of Native-led and Native-created materials can help to ensure that endangered 

languages, including Chinuk Wawa, will have a place to be revitalized. 
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APPENDIX A: ONLINE SURVEY 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey conducted by Megan Walker, a 

graduate student in the Native Language Teaching Specialization Program at the University of 

Oregon. The information gathered from this survey will help to shape her terminal project, 

developing an Online Materials Portfolio for the Adult Self-study of Chinuk Wawa Language. 

As a reminder, this survey is anonymous and does not ask for personal or identifying 

information. It should take 5-l 0 minutes to complete. This survey is designed to gather 

information about providing resources for adult learners, so please only complete the survey if 

you are an adult. Complete this survey only once. 

1. Which option best describes your affiliation with the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde 

(CTGR)? 

Enrolled member of CTGR. Not enrolled in CTGR. 

2. Do you identifY as Indian, Native American, First Nation, or Alaskan Native? 

Yes No 

3. Do you have work, family, or community ties to CTGR? 

Yes No 

4. Do you live in or near Grand Ronde, Oregon? 

Yes No 

5. Have you ever taken a class online for school or college credit? 

Yes No 

Appendix A: Online Survey 
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6. Have you ever completed any of the following using a computer? Check all that apply. 

Filling out surveys and polls 

Taking tests for certification or licenses 

Completing employee training for work 

7. Which of the following activities do you participate in online? Check all that apply. 

Using social media 

Listening to music 

Watching videos 

Sharing photos 

Playing games 

Reading for information 

Writing and blogging 

Shopping 

Other: Please List ----

8. Which best describes your view of learning Native languages? 

Learning Native languages is very important 

Languages are important, but I don't see myself learning them. 

Learning Native languages is somewhat important 

Native languages are not important 

9. Do you know or have you ever studied a language other than English? 

Yes 

Appendix A: Online Survey 
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10. Do you know or have you ever studied Chinuk Wawa? 

Yes No 

11. Have you ever attended a Chinuk Wawa language class? 

Yes No 

12. Which of the following resources for using or learning Chinuk Wawa do you have access to 

or know how to access? Please check all that apply. 

Chinuk Wawa dictionary or lexicon 

Music and songs 

Games and activities 

Stories and other texts 

Text books and other class materials 

Recipes and instructional information 

Cultural information 

13. If these materials were offered online, would you access them to learn Chinuk Wawa? 

Yes No 

14. Which ofthe following could you see being an advantage to accessing Chinuk Wawa 

language materials online? Check all that apply. 

More convenient than attending a class 

Able to learn together with others at a distance 
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Easier access to materials in different places 

Less expensive 

More independence for learners 

Other: Please List ---

15. Which of the following could you see being a disadvantage to accessing Chinuk Wawa 

language materials online? Check all that apply. 

Technical problems 

Too much independence 

Too confusing or hard 

Too expensive for equipment 

Other: Please List ---

16. Is there anything else you would like to add about your language needs or thoughts about 

online Chinuk Wawa resources? 

Appendix A: Online Survey 
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Interview questions for Chinuk Wawa language teacher and revitalization expert 

What efforts are CTGR making to increase the number of Chinuk Wawa speakers? 

What resources are available for adult learners of Chinuk Wawa? 

What percentage of the total CTGR community live in proximity to language classes? 

What options are available for those who do not live near language classes? 

What resources would be valuable in increasing access to language learning resources for those 
living at a great distance? 

How does the language program incorporate Internet resources to broaden access to language 
learning materials? 

What do you think the future of Chinuk Wawa language learning will be? 
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APPENDIX C: MATERIALS EXPLORATION 1 

Materials Exploration 1 

Material Group: ye?lan 
Time: 35-50 minutes 

makhmak-haws 

kt'ofl· pi tfll-haws 

katsaq-san mak"mok 

t's:;J-m&khmak 

lam-haws pi skukum-loq'a 

mashlk"a-mak"msk 

makllmak-haws pus tana.s 

1 Talapas Town 

CHJOO 
Oolemma gn1mus etur? Sumqw
busam natemqul blatem quo que 
nonseqUI conest, corro volon1s otur 

2. Rennles landing 

Dolanlma gnlmus etur? Sumqui
busam natemqw blatem quo que 
nonsequi conest, corm vo1enls etur 

lOur Daily Bread 

Dolenlma gnlmus etur? Surnqw
busam natemqw biatem quo QUe! 
nonsaqw cones\, corro volems etur. 

L_ ______________________________ _j 

Step 2: Learners look over the review. Learners 
can identify the title, type, and rating of the 
establishment in the upper-middle left hand 
side. Below the title and basic information, 
learners can view the review written by another 
user. Along the left-hand side of the page, 
learners can quickly find information about the 
restaurant including price range, 
accommodations, and services. 

Appendix C: Materials Exploration 1 

Step1 Leaners will navigate the ye?lan home 
page, looking over available review for 
something that looks interesting to them. Users 
find a review by clicking on the link to the 
restaurant review. 

T'alapas Tawn makhmak-haws 

d1.JJl 

chilti.<hUim 

!lap-lush lapush mol\' mok m:layi hayu h~u-dwa 
ll waxt lush pus IIWffll mek"mak 

kwansam naykd m<>-k.t•mal<. ku!>hu-kat!,aq-sap· 
lei pi kwansam tush·lapush_ wtk·kwansem Q 6l 
saoktl q a'N>-a +aska munk-p\Jms. ~lal kl anaWJ 

hayu r'aym Jan ytlka lulluf ndyka mok"mak p1 

kwanSiJm dret lush yal-..a kwomsam lush tamtam 
yaka pr Wlk -t.war15am y<1ka k. 'aptt KiiDltaks lkta 
nayka !lid 

tXH"ayrn nsayka chaku ynkwa pus nayio;a t lap
;.an ~."anawl nw,·ka tillxnm p1 sluks la::.ka drot 
h1h1 p1 lu!;h-!.aml&m 

~aya•h mokuk' SS ------l 
u5h pUa tanas: dret 

IH.xam lo?io?: dret , 

Hu-ilwall makkrJJGk: drat 

ayu-5muk: wik 

'slkt'liik·lxwap: wlk 

'si maktm&K: drill 

uka deliver. wik 

~11kam mak"m~: wtk 

rynq murUt-phey credit; dret ! 

t: abo •kukum-lsoqw' w.k l 



ch.xi-san + 
katsag-san + 

lax-san + 
m;)khnDk 

aws-tyee 

fskam-wawa IIOrder 

irUSh- l'lasty 
kh;)lt;)S- Ia bush ~ot Tasty 

; 
ll\iegetanan 

ush-t::>mt::>m ll<ncndly 
lmasachi-t;:>mt;Jm Unfriendly 

hayash- !Expensive 
t;)ll;)S- +makuk Inexpensive 
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Step 3: When learners need more support in reading the 
text, the ye?lan task toolkit can be employed to point out 
and define key vocabulary and phrases needed for the . . 
various rev1ews. 

Step 4: While reading the text or in place of the text 
learners can listen to the accompanying audio for the 
review. For learners that need more support, the listening 
task can be used in conjunction with the task toolkit. 

Step 5: After reading through one or more of the review, 
learners can write and post their own review by opening 
the review template and following instructions given. If 
learners need more support, the task toolkit can be viewed 
during the writing process to remind learners of key 
vocabulary. 
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APPENDIX D: MATERIALS EXPLORATION 2 

Materials Exploration 2 

Material Group: nanichnet 
Time: 35 - 70 miriutes 

Step 1 Leaners will navigate the nanichnet home page, looking over available review for 
something that looks interesting to them. Users find a review by clicking on the link to the 
available movie review. Along the top ofthe page, just under the banner, learners can quickly 
find reviews for movies in different genres. 

hayash bit-haws khapa Budapest 
lh~ Grand Budnpcsr Hotd 

(2014) 

nanich-ya7im tyee: Wes Anderson 

munk·t'sam·ya71m tillxam: Stefan Zweig, 
Wes Anderson, p1 Hugo Guinness 

ya71m-tlllxam : 
Ralph Fiennes ...... ..Gustave H. 
Adnen Brody .. .. . ....... .Dmitri 
Tony Revolon .................. Zero 
T~da Swinton ........ . .... Madame D. 

pi Bill Murray, Jeff Goldblume, pi Edward Norton 

Gustave H. (Ralph Fiennes) yaka xtlimat 
k"apa ilap-hayash pi ilap-kimtaks hayu
bit-haws khapa kaltas-ya?im iti?i. uk las 
yaxal Zubrowka. Zero (Tony Revolori). 
chxi-man. waxt yaka tulu-dala k"apa. 
Gustave yaka chaku-k"anumakwst k"a
pa ul p1 hayu-dala tuchman, Madame D. 
(Tilda Swtnton) yaka nim. uk yaka milayt 
k"apa hayu-bit-haws. Madame D yaka 
mimalust pi yaka k'aw-wawa palach ixt 
hayash-makuk pheynt-sil k"apa Gustave 
H. k"anax, Madame D. yaka hayash 
t"anas-man. Dmitr (Adrien Brody), wikl 
yaka tiki pus Gustave yaka iskam p"eynt
sil. so yaka munk-kakwa k"anaw!-\ilixam 
las tamtam Gustave yaka munk-mimalust 
Madame D. Gustave pi Zero Iaska alta 

xawqat-q"ata wik Zero pi Gustave Ias-
ka !'tap taksta munk-mimalust Madame 
D. Gustave pi Zero chaku-k"anumakwst 
khapa hayu masachi-ya?im-tilixam. pi 
Gustave yaka tatwa k"apa txwap. Zero 
t'tap luchman pi kanumakwst las ye?lan 
Gustave pus yaka munk-laq k"apa d3el 
Gustave pi Zero k'ilipay k"apa hayu-bit
haws pus tskam pl•eynt sil, bat alta hayu 
sulchast task mi\ayt yawa pi Dmitri yaka 
sulcast-tyee. bi k"anawi Iaska nanich pus 
nap Gustave. k"aptt Gustave PI Zero t'lap 
ikta Iaska namch. 

namch hayu yut'ti\ ya?im tilixam 
chaku-k~>anumakwst k"apa uk Wes Ander
son yaka stuxktkint nanich-ya?im. 

Appendix D: Materials Exploration 2 

Step 2: Learners click on 
and open a review. Learners 
can identify the title, type, 
and rating of the film to 
gather initial ideas about the 
contents of the review. In 
the middle left-hand side is 
a movie poster, from which 
learners could think about 
some questions, like: Does 
this movie look like it was 
filmed in the US or 
somewhere else? Does the 
movie look like it is modem 
or old? Next learners can 
look over the review text, 
reading the entire thing 
through once and 
determining if a general 
idea of the film can be 
gleaned. 



Gustave H. (Ralph Fiennes) yaka xilimat 
khapa ilap-hayash pi ilap-kimtaks hayu
bit-haws khapa kaltas-ya?im ili?i, uk tas 
yaxal Zubrowka. Zero (Tony Revolori), 
chxi-man, waxt yaka tulu-dala khapa. 
Gustave yaka chaku-khanumakwst kha
pa ul pi hayu-dala tuchman, Madame D. 
(Tilda Swinton) yaka nim, uk yaka mitayt 
khapa hayu-bit-haws. Madame D yaka 
mimalust pi yaka k'aw-wawa palach ixt 
hayash-makuk pheynt-sil khapa Gustave 
H. khanax, Madame D. yaka hayash 
thanes-man, Dmitr (Adrien Brody), wiki 
yaka tiki pus Gustave yaka iskam pheynt
sil, so yaka munk-kakwa khanawi-tilixam 
tas tamtam Gustave yaka munk-mimalust 
Madame D. Gustave pi Zero taska alta 

xawqat-qhata wik Zero pi Gustave tas-
ka t'tap taksta munk-mimalust Madame 
D. Gustave pi Zero chaku-khanumakwst 
khapa hayu masachi-ya?im-tilixam, pi 
Gustave yaka tatwa khapa txwap. Zero 
t'tap tuchman pi kanumakwst tas ye?lan 
Gustave pus yaka munk-taq khapa d3el. 
Gustave pi Zero k'ilipay khapa hayu-bit
haws pus iskam pheynt sil, bat alta hayu 
sulchast task mitayt yawa pi Dmitri yaka 
sulcast-tyee, bi khanawi taska nanich pus 
t'+ap Gustave. khapit Gustave pi Zero t'tap 
ikta taska nanich. 

nanich hayu yut'tit ya?im tilixam 
chaku-khanumakwst khapa uk Wes Ander
son yaka stuxktkini nanich-ya?im. 

Step 3: When learners need more support in reading the text, the nanichnet task toolkit can be 
employed to point out and define key vocabulary and phrases needed for the various reviews. 

nanich-ya'fim Movie I Film 
hihi- Comedy 
q'at- Romance 
k'was- nanich-ya?im Horror 
xluyma- Sci-Fi 

khilay Drama 

t:;,mtam-t's:;,m Review 

ya'fim-tilixam Character 
nanich-ya'fim-tyee Director 
munk-t'sam-ya?im Movie Writer 
yut'H! Famous 
xulxul-t:;,mtam Moving 
k halt:;,s-ya?im Fictional 
hay ash- Big Budget 
t:;,nas-makuk +nanich-ya?im Low Budget 

chaku-chxi ya?im kakwa ... 
wik nayka tiki... 

ya?im-tilixam lush laska ... 
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Step 4: While reading the text or in place of the text learners can listen to the accompanying 
audio for the review. For learners that need more support, the listening task can be used in 
conjunction with the task toolkit. 

munk-pikhtcha yakwa nim 
bastan-wawa nim 

(khul) 

nanich-ya7im tyee: 

munk-t'sam-ya7im tilixam: 

ya7im-tilixam : 

munk-t'sam nanich-ya?im yakwa ... ikta 
chaku? laksta munk ikta? qha ukuk ya?im? 

tilixam .......................... ya?im tilixam 

Step 5: After reading through one or more of the review, learners can write and post their own 
review by opening the review template and following instructions given. If learners need more 
support, the task toolkit can be viewed during the writing process to remind learners of key 
vocabulary. 
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APPENDIX E: CHINUKWA WA WEB USER GUIDE 

chinukWaWaWeb User Guide 

Introduction 

This guide is intended to provide support and information for users accessing the 
chinukWaWaWeb portal. Through this portal, users can access five different sites where 
Chinuk Wawa is the main language used. Each of the five sites focuses on different 
topics and functions, but every site offers visual and audio support, tools and support for 
completing accompanying tasks, and opportunities for community interaction via user
submitted reviews and discussion board posts. Below, users will find a description of 
needed hardware and software as well as an explanation of each of the five available sites 
as well as descriptions of key components. 

Technology Needs 

1. Internet access: Because chinukWaWaWeb and the accompanying websites are 
hosted online, Internet access is required in order to access the materials. 

2. Audio/Video player: In order to take advantage of the multimedia components, 
devices (computer, mobile phone, tablet) should have audio playing capabilities 
with speakers or headphones available. 

3. Unicode entry tool: Because Chinuk Wawa is written with characters not found in 
English, when writing Chinuk Wawa users must be able to input Unicode 
characters to represent these special symbols. While special fonts exist to type 
Chinuk Wawa characters, these fonts or keyboards are often incompatible with 
web browsers and do not display properly online. A simple solution is to open a 
character-typing program, such as Typeit IPA (http://ipa.typeit.org/full/) in a new 
window alongside chinukWaWaWeb pages. In order to input text, type the 
desired word into Typeit IPA, then copy and paste it into the desired site. 

Exploring NANICHnet 

This site is designed as a movie review and information site, where users can view and 
read reviews written by others as well as writing and submitting their own reviews. In 
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order to access the NANICHnet site, open the chinukWaWaWeb main page and click on 
the link found on the left-hand side of the page. 

Finding a movie: 
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Movie reviews are currently searchable only by title, both in Chinuk Wawa and 
English. In order to find a movie review, locate the search bar found in the upper 
right corner of the page (look for a magnifying glass) and type the word or phrase 
into the box. 

Listen to audio 
Audio recordings for each of the movie reviews are available to support or act in 
place of the text. In order to open and listen to the audio files, look for a play 
symbol located along the right had side of the page. Click on the available link 
and use online media player to listen to recording. 

Posting to comment board 
Discussion and comment boards are available to assist users in creating 
community and collaboration in the Chinuk Wawa language use. Users can open 
comment boards while viewing and reading movie review in order to ask 
question, make comparisons and suggestions, as well as alternatives to given 
information. In order to open the comment or discussion board, look for a 
comment bubble located along the left hand side of the page. 

Accessing task toolkit 
Because Chinuk Wawa is the main language used within NANICHnet, a task 
toolkit is available which defines important words and phrases for reading and 
writing movie reviews. In order to access the task-toolkit, look for the tool symbol 
found along the left hand page. 

Writing a review 
After viewing and reading movie reviews, templates are available to assist users 
in writing their own reviews. In order to open templates, find the writing symbol 
located along the left hand side of the page. At this point, opening Type It IP A 
makes the process ofwriting easier. (see technology needs above) 

Exploring makuklist 

This site is designed as a movie review and information site, where users can view and 
read reviews written by others as well as writing and submitting their own reviews. In 
order to access the makuklist site, open the chinukWaWaWeb main page and click on the 
link found on the left-hand side of the page. 

Finding a classified ad 
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Classified advertisements are currently searchable only by title, both in Chinuk 
Wawa and English. In order to find an ad, locate the search bar found in the upper 
right corner of the page (look for a magnifying glass) and type the word or phrase 
into the box. 

Listen to audio 
Audio recordings for each of the classified advertisements are available to support 
or act in place of the text. In order to open and listen to the audio files, look for a 
play symbol located along the right had side of the page. Click on the available 
link and use online media player to listen to recording. 

Posting to comment board 
Discussion and comment boards are available to assist users in creating 
community and collaboration in the Chinuk Wawa language use. Users can open 
comment boards while viewing and reading classified ads in order to ask 
question, make comparisons and suggestions, as well as to negotiate about 
services and prices information. In order to open the comment or discussion 
board, look for a comment bubble located along the left hand side of the page. 

Accessing task toolkit 
Because Chinuk Wawa is the main language used within makuklist, a task toolkit 
is available which defines important words and phrases for reading and writing 
classified ads. In order to access the task-toolkit, look for the tool symbol found 
along the left hand side of the page. 

Writing a classified ad 
After viewing classified ads, templates are available to assist users in writing their 
own. In order to open templates, find the writing symbol located along the left 
hand side of the page. At this point, opening Type It IP A makes the process of 
writing easier. (see technology needs above) 

Exploring ye1lan 

This section of the portfolio is designed as a consumer information and review site, 
which allows users to read and write reviews of food and drink establishments. In order 
to access the ye?lan site, open the c hinukWa Wa Web main page and click on the link 
found on the left-hand side of the page. 

Finding a restaurant Review 
Restaurant reviews are currently searchable only by title, both in Chinuk Wawa 
and English. In order to find a restaurant review, locate the search bar found in the 
upper right corner of the page (look for a magnifying glass) and type the word or 
phrase into the box. 

Listen to audio 
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Audio recordings for each of the restaurant reviews are available to support or act 
in place of the text. In order to open and listen to the audio files, look for a play 
symbol located along the right had side of the page. Click on the available link 
and use online media player to listen to recording. 

Posting to comment board 
Discussion and comment boards are available to assist users in creating 
community and collaboration in the Chinuk Wawa language use. Users can open 
comment boards while viewing and reading restaurant review in order to ask 
question, make comparisons and suggestions, as well as retell anecdotes or 
personal experiences. In order to open the comment or discussion board, look for 
a comment bubble located along the left hand side of the page. 

Accessing task toolkit 
Because Chinuk Wawa is the main language used withinye?lan, a task toolkit is 
available which defines important words and phrases for reading and writing 
restaurant reviews. In order to access the task-toolkit, look for the tool symbol 
found along the left hand side of the page. 

Writing a review 
After viewing and reading restaurant reviews, templates are available to assist 
users in writing their own. In order to open templates, find the writing symbol 
located along the left hand side of the page. At this point, opening Type It IP A 
makes the process of writing easier. (see technology needs above) 

Exploring qhata munk 

This site is designed as a movie review and information site, where users can view and 
read reviews written by others as well as writing and submitting their own reviews. In 
order to access the qhata munk site, open the chinukWaWaWeb main page and click on 
the link found on the left-hand side of the page. 

Finding project instructions 
Project instructions are currently searchable only by title, both in Chinuk Wawa 
and English. In order to find an instruction set, locate the search bar found in the 
upper right comer of the page (look for a magnifying glass) and type the word or 
phrase into the box. 

Listen to audio 
Audio recordings for each of the project instructions are available to support or 
act in place of the text. In order to open and listen to the audio files, look for a 
play symbol located along the right had side of the page. Click on the available 
link and use online media player to listen to recording. 
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Posting to comment board 
Discussion and comment boards are available to assist users in creating 
community and collaboration in the Chinuk Wawa language use. Users can open 
comment boards while viewing and reading project instruction in order to ask 
question, make suggestions and warnings, as well as to give alternatives or tips 
for completing the task. In order to open the comment or discussion board, look 
for a comment bubble located along the left hand side of the page. 

Accessing task toolkit 
Because Chinuk Wawa is the main language used within qhata munk, a task 
toolkit is available which defines important words and phrases for reading and 
project instructions reviews. In order to access the task-toolkit, look for the tool 
symbol found along the left hand side of the page. 

Writing instructions 
After viewing and reading project instructions, templates are available to assist 
users in writing their own. In order to open templates, find the writing symbol 
located along the left hand side of the page. At this point, opening Type It IP A 
makes the process of writing easier. (see technology needs above) 

Exploring uma1 

This site is designed as a recipe and cooking site, where users can view and read recipes 
written by others as well as writing and submitting their own recipes. In order to access 
the uma'? site, open the chinukWaWaWeb main page and click on the link found on the 
left-hand side ofthe page. 

Finding a restaurant Review 
Recipes are currently searchable only by name or title of the dish, both in Chinuk 
Wawa and English. In order to find a recipe, locate the search bar found in the 
upper right comer of the page (look for a magnifying glass) and type the name of 
the dish into the box. 

Listen to audio 
Audio recordings for each of the recipes are available to support or act in place of 
the text. In order to open and listen to the audio files, look for a play symbol 
located along the right had side of the page. Click on the available link and use 
online media player to listen to recording. 

Posting to comment board 
Discussion and comment boards are available to assist users in creating 
community and collaboration in the Chinuk Wawa language use. Users can open 
comment boards while viewing and reading movie review in order to ask 
question, make comparisons and suggestions, as well as alternatives to given 
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information. In order to open the comment or discussion board, look for a 
comment bubble located along the left hand side of the page. 

Accessing task toolkit 
Because Chinuk Wawa is the main language used within uma?, a task toolkit is 
available which defines important words and phrases for reading and writing 
recipes. In order to access the task-toolkit, look for the tool symbol found along 
the left hand side of the page. 

Writing a recipe 
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After viewing and reading recipes, templates are available to assist users in 
writing their own. In order to open templates, find the writing symbol located 
along the left hand side of the page. At this point, opening Type It IP A makes the 
process of writing easier. (see technology needs above) 
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